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ABSTRACT Driven by the increased consciousness in data ownership and privacy, zero-knowledge proofs
(ZKPs) have become a popular tool to convince a third party of the truthfulness of a statement without disclosing any further information. As ZKPs are rather complex to design, frameworks that transform high-level
languages into ZKPs have been proposed. We propose Circuitree, a Datalog reasoner in zero-knowledge.
Datalog is a high-level declarative logic language that is generally used for querying. Furthermore, as a
logic language, it can also be used to solve logic problems. An application using Circuitree can efficiently
generate ZKPs, based on Datalog rules and encrypted data, to prove that a certain conclusion follows from
a Datalog ruleset and encrypted input data. Compared to existing frameworks, which generally use their
own limited imperative languages, Circuitree uses an existing high-level declarative language. We point out
several applications for Circuitree, including EU Digital COVID Certificates and privacy-preserving access
control for peer-to-peer (p2p) networks. Circuitree’s performance is evaluated for access control in a p2p
network. First results show that our approach allows for fast proofs and proof verification for this application.
INDEX TERMS Access control, bulletproofs, datalog, privacy, zero-knowledge proof, security, identity
management, verifiable computation, blockchain, privacy-enhancing technologies.
I. INTRODUCTION

Witnessing the continuous stream of news reports about personal data leaks, data trade as a new business model, or data
misuse by government agencies for various political purposes
[1]–[3], it should be evident that the lack of online privacy is
a big issue. While initiatives such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) covers the legal aspect, privacyenhancing technologies (PETs) try to avoid infringements on
privacy from a technological perspective.
A current paradigm in PETs is the adoption of ZKPs.
A ZKP allows proving a statement that relates to some secret
knowledge without revealing anything beyond the truth of
this statement. ZKPs have applications in many domains,
although they are primarily used for authentication and
authorization. A recent example is the Signal private group
system [4], wherein participants prove that they have the
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necessary access rights to alter an existing group definition
without disclosing their identity or even their access level.
ZKPs have also been applied in blockchain technology.
In cryptocurrencies, for instance, ZKPs are used to conceal
transaction amounts, senders, and receivers [5], [6]. Later,
proposals appeared which use ZKPs to manage anonymous
credentials [7] for decentralized identities on blockchains [8].
Many different systems for proving nearly arbitrary statements in zero-knowledge have been devised in the last
decade. Because designing ZKPs is complex and errorprone, various high-level programming languages and corresponding compilers for ZKP systems have been brought
forward [9]–[15]. Like regular high-level languages and compilers, these tools are designed to make development easier.
They accomplish this by providing abstractions that increase
the efficiency of the development and the correctness of the
resulting proof.
This article proposes to use Datalog as a high-level language for ZKPs, as an alternative to existing systems, which
exclusively use imperative languages. Datalog is a declarative
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FIGURE 1. Relations between application, Circuitree, proof system and underlying cryptographic primitives. In this scenario, Alice
wants to go to a bar, and Victor has to verify her COVID Certificate, according to the application-specified policy. First, Circuitree is
initialized with the application-specific ruleset (step 1). The secret input data are injected into the proof system through an input
gadget; in the case of the EU Digital COVID certificate, a signature is verified in zero-knowledge (step 2 and 3). The corresponding
facts are declared to Circuitree (step 4), in an application-specific way. When Circuitree is supplied with a query (step 5), it will
allocate the facts, run the Datalog reasoner and generate the constraints for the supplied query (step 6). Finally, the proof is
generated (step 7) and sent to Victor, the verifier (step 8).

programming language. Datalog is not Turing-complete,
which is a desirable property for data retrieval and querying.
For instance, it is the basis of graph query languages such as
SPARQL [16]. We will compile Datalog, as an existing highlevel programming language, to zero-knowledge. This makes
the development for declarative zero-knowledge applications
significantly easier and less error-prone, compared to a direct
implementation in zero-knowledge. Furthermore, this compilation introduces a layer of abstraction, which allows us to
potentially exploit a large variety of zero-knowledge systems.
We describe an efficient implementation strategy in the
rank-1 constraint system (R1CS) setting which we call ‘‘Circuitree’’. We demonstrate its performance with a Datalog
reasoner using the zero-knowledge system Bulletproofs [17].
With Circuitree, we aim to provide a framework that benefits from Datalog’s computational characteristics to generate
efficient proofs of entailment with low latency.
Figure 1 depicts the Circuitree application stack. It illustrates where Circuitree is situated in an application, and how it
relates to its underlying proof system. As a concrete example,
the figure focuses on a privacy-preserving implementation of
the EU Digital COVID Certificate system. The context of this
example is explained in Section III-E.
A typical usage of Circuitree in an application can be
roughly divided in 8 steps, also depicted in Fig. 1. First, the
application ruleset is injected in Circuitree (step 1). A more
complete ruleset, specific to the depicted example can be
found in Fig. 1. Next (step 2), the prover injects their secret
VOLUME 10, 2022

facts. These typically come from an earlier commitment, or
from encrypted or signed data. An input gadget generates
the necessary constraints corresponding to decryption or signature verification, and inserts them into the proof system
(step 3). The prover then declares the facts retrieved from
the input gadget to Circuitree (step 4). Now, Circuitree is
initialized and can be queried (step 5). Circuitree generates
the constraints that relate the query to the input data and
ruleset (step 6). The bulk of this article (Sections V and VI)
is concerned with generating these constraints in an efficient
manner. Finally, the proof can be extracted from the underlying proof system (step 7), which can then be presented to a
verifier (step 8).
The name Circuitree is derived from the tree-like structure
of our generated arithmetic circuits, a term which is commonly (but incorrectly) used as a synonym for R1CS.
In what follows, we describe the related work and the
context in which Circuitree is situated (Section II), and we
illustrate the usefulness of Circuitree with multiple applications (Section III). The three sections thereafter are concerned
with the technical details. We start with an overview of
Circuitree’s design in Section IV, and we continue with the
details in Sections V and VI where we describe a naive and
an improved design respectively. In Section VII we describe
our implementation, in Section VIII we give a quantitative
and qualitative evaluation, and we conclude in Section IX.
Finally, in Section X we give some pointers to future
work.
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II. CONTEXT AND RELATED WORK

Since around 1987, it has been known that all languages in
the nondeterministic polynomial time (NP) complexity class
have zero-knowledge proof systems [18]–[20], i.e., for every
statement that can be verified in polynomial time, the truth of
that statement is guaranteed without disclosing any additional
information. After its theoretical inception, zero-knowledge
research found an application in blockchain technology.
ZKPs allow keeping the contents of a public blockchain
private while maintaining the integrity and consistency constraints for which the blockchain is used [5], [6], [21].
Driven by increased interest, many different proof systems
have been developed in recent years. Each of these proof
systems has its strengths and weaknesses, most prominently
related to performance and cryptographic assumptions. For
example, Bulletproofs [17] does not require a trusted setup.
A system with a trusted setup requires a setup phase with an
honest party, before any proofs are generated. If this party
were dishonest, the ‘‘toxic waste’’ that is produced during
the setup ritual could be exploited to falsify proofs. Bulletproofs instead has transparent setup, but it is significantly
more costly in operation compared to many succinct arguments of knowledge (SNARKs), for instance the ZK-STARK
protocol [22].
A. CONSTRAINT SYSTEMS AND NATIVE LANGUAGES

Proof systems also differ in the constraint system they are
designed with, often referred to as their ‘‘native language’’.
Bulletproofs and most SNARKs take a rank-1 constraint system (R1CS), which is a system of multiplication constraints
and linear constraints taken over a prime field Fp . Usually,
the system’s complexity depends on the number of multiplication gates n. For example, Bulletproofs produces proofs of
size O(log n).
Some newer proof systems devise their bespoke constraint
system. For example, ZK-STARK works with an arithmetic
execution trace (AET), a set of low-degree polynomials that
are repetitively applied to the input data. Another example
is Hoffmann, Klooß, and Rupp [23], which allows quadratic
multiplication gates, instead of linear multiplication gates in
standard R1CS. Since R1CS is the most widely known and
used constraint system, this article will further assume R1CS.
For our implementation, we will build on top of Bulletproofs.
B. ZERO-KNOWLEDGE ABSTRACTIONS

For several reasons, high-level programming languages and
abstractions have been designed on top of these zeroknowledge algorithms. Firstly, a manual implementation
tightly couples an application to a particular ZKP system.
Moving from e.g. Bulletproofs to ZK-STARK requires a
reimplementation of the whole system. Secondly, directly
designing the zero-knowledge equations is a challenging and
error-prone process because of the limitations of the constraint system and the low-level aspect of the zero-knowledge
tools. Thirdly, debugging these applications is challenging
because of their cryptographic nature. Because of these
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reasons, high-level languages have been introduced that can
be compiled to constraints directly, or to instruction sets that
are interpreted at runtime to these constraints.
The most generic among these implement a Turingcomplete programming system. TinyRAM [10], [11], for
example, is a Harvard-architecture reduced instruction set
computer (RISC) for which programmers design their ZKP
using a subset of the C programming language. TinyRAM
works by compiling the programmer’s program to a zeroknowledge constraint system, which in turn can prove that
every program instruction has been executed correctly on
a given input. A related approach works by implementing
a complete von Neumann architecture as a zero-knowledge
program, effectively implementing a Turing-complete computer that can verify arbitrary programs. This is the approach
used by vnTinyRAM [12] and later Cairo [14].
A prominent use case of Turing-complete zero-knowledge
abstractions is verifiable computation. Mouris and
Tsoutsos [15] introduce Zilch, a framework specifically for
verifiable computation with ZKPs. Zilch uses zMIPS, a zeroknowledge oriented Microprocessor without Interlocked
Pipelined Stages (MIPS) architecture, and ZeroJava, a highlevel Java-like domain-specific language that is compiled to
zMIPS. In verifiable computation, a user sends a secret input
to a third party which will perform computations with this
input and returns its output, together with a proof that the
computations where performed correctly. Zilch’s instruction
set provides a relatively efficient way of generating this proof.
Because ZeroJava is a high-level language, it is significantly
easier to design these proofs than with manually implemented
arithmetic constraints.
Alternative languages like zero-knowledge proof description language (ZKPDL) [9] and Circom [13] are then
again tied to a specific zero-knowledge architecture. Circom
encodes constraints for R1CS, and can be used with several
different R1CS-based ZKP systems. Whereas it does not
impose any overhead on top of the underlying R1CS system,
it only abstracts over a specific family of ZKP systems.
ZKPDL is not based on an NP-complete subsystem, but
instead works by specifying the raw (discrete log) relations
between public inputs and secret inputs.
Circuitree can provide a declarative option for verifiable
computation, as an alternative to the previously mentioned
imperative systems. Compared to the previously mentioned
frameworks, which use their own domain-specific imperative
language with limitations, Circuitree implements Datalog,
an existing declarative language.
C. DATALOG AND REBAC

Datalog is a declarative programming language and a subset
of Prolog. Compared to imperative languages, where the
programmer gives the program exact instructions, declarative
languages allow the programmer to define assertions (also
called facts) and logical rules which generate new assertions
based on existing ones. It is then possible to either find
all assertions the program entails, or query the program to
VOLUME 10, 2022
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determine whether the assertions and rules entail a specific
query (also called a question).
Datalog’s main application is database querying and data
retrieval; it has certain restrictions, most importantly concerning negation, that ensure that a Datalog reasoning process
always terminates. It is because of these restrictions that
infinite loops are impossible in Datalog, which makes Datalog not Turing-complete. These restrictions make Datalog
suitable for declaring access control rules [24], [25].
Masoumzadeh and Joshi [26] describe a methodology for
enforcing access control in an ontology-based social networking system (SNS), which they call OSNAC (ontology-based
social network access control). Their approach embeds the
permissions as data in the SNS. Similar to OSNAC is
ReBAC (relationship-based access control) [27]. We draw
inspiration from both. Permissions can be defined explicitly
(i.e. asserted), or derived from data via logic rules. This allows
one to enforce permissions with a simple database query.
OSNAC assumes a centralized database, where the service
provider has complete control over the data. For privacyminded applications, it would be desirable to have an
OSNAC-like system, where permissions are enforced without
a service provider. Peer-to-peer networks such as PeerSoN [28], Glycos [29], or LibreSocial [30] all provide private and secure SNSs. Their access control mechanisms are
relatively simple, in the sense that every user that should have
access is listed with the protected data item. This technique
is called an access control list (ACL). We propose to replace
the ACLs with ZKPs, by declaring the access control rules in
Circuitree instead. This keeps the data and access permissions
confidential, while the prover’s authorization claim can be
verified without disclosing any additional information.
In such a system, a database query suffices to establish
whether a user is allowed to write data. However, if the
permission data or the data required to deduce the permission
needs to stay secret, as would be the case in a privacy-oriented
p2p network, the query engine would have to be able to reason
about encrypted data. In the next section, we will describe
how Circuitree solves this issue.

In such a system, a user is able to authenticate with a system
without disclosing their identity. Especially the context of
blockchain technology has seen a recent interest spike as
a cornerstone for identity management [32]. The idea is to
store a personal identity in a secure form (e.g., committed or
encrypted) on a blockchain. At any later time, parts of the
identity can be extracted and transformed so that the data
owner can reveal the result. The correctness of the result is
then verified, given the original blockchain and a small proof.
Another example is the Signal private group system [4],
wherein participants prove that they have the necessary access
rights to alter an existing group definition without disclosing
their identity or even their access level.
The rules for identity management could potentially be
declared in Circuitree to generate such proofs. This approach
is more flexible and high-level than the manual implementation of every potential proof. The outcome is similar to
role-based encryption (RBE) [34], which enforces role-based
access control at decryption time. Depending on the application at hand, one could opt for either Circuitree or RBE, or
both could even be seen as complementary. Applications may
use a form of RBE for read access and Circuitree for write
access.

III. APPLICATIONS

In verifiable computation, a party requests a third party to perform certain computations and return the result, alongside a
proof that the computations were in fact performed correctly.
This is useful to allow devices with too little computational
power to outsource heavy computations to a semi-trusted
third party, or to allow a party to distribute workload between
untrusted third parties. Circuitree provides a verifiable computation framework for Datalog. A party can reason using
a Datalog reasoner and prove to a third party that they performed computations within the domain of the system.

B. LINKED DATA

The W3C shows interest in standardizing ‘‘Linked data
proofs’’. Linked Data is the principle of interlinking structured data on the Web, and linked data proofs would enable
extracting partial information from potentially confidential
Linked Data [33]. The W3C draft specification is based on
BBS+ signatures [35], a pairing-based signature scheme that
allows efficient ZKPs, to disclose only a subset of multiple
signed messages [36]. At the time of writing, the draft does
not mention providing proofs for transformed data, and to
the best of our knowledge, BBS+ signatures are not suitable
for this purpose. Circuitree trivially reveals data, namely the
query, on top of applying transformations. We believe it could
be an interesting alternative approach to linked data proofs.
C. VERIFIABLE COMPUTATION

Circuitree can be used as a building block for identity
management. Applications that require identity management
range from banking, healthcare, and government services
to education and transportation [31], [32]. Circuitree could
play a role in the new World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
recommendation about Linked data proofs [33], allowing for
a broader feature set. Circuitree can also be applied to other
domains, like verifiable computation. We show that other
problems like access control for p2p networks and logic
problems are, in essence, a verifiable computation problem
that can be solved by Circuitree.
A. IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

ZKPs are notably useful in identity management, where
they typically appear in anonymous authentication systems.
VOLUME 10, 2022

D. ACCESS CONTROL

Circuitree verifies the correctness of a reasoning process.
This can be used for access control in p2p networks, where no
single authority can decide whether a peer has the authority
to write certain data to a network. An example of such an
21387
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LISTING 1. An example of a Datalog program that checks whether a person conforms to the requirements of the CST.

application is Glycos [29]. Glycos is a p2p framework for
building privacy-friendly online social networks (OSNs),
which aims to provide equivalent building blocks to classical
OSN services based on client-server and web architectures.
In Glycos, in order to write data, a peer has to convince
the network that they have the authority to do so. With
Circuitree, it could do this by proving that the encrypted
data in the network and the rules defined on the SNS entail
their authority. The peer can use the subset of data on the
network that they know the plaintext of as input assertion set
to Circuitree, to generate a proof that it does, in fact, have
write access to the network. With this in mind, Circuitree
can efficiently enforce an access control policy anonymously
while maintaining the flexibility of declaring access control
rules in a high-level language.
The process described above is an alternative approach to
the traditional verifiable computation, where a third party
performs computations efficiently and returns data, providing
a proof that the data were computed correctly. For Circuitree,
the computing party is the end user who provides a proof
to the system. For access control in Glycos, the performed
computation is that of a Datalog reasoner. The result should
evidently always be the fact that the user is allowed to write
data. In this case, the result is irrelevant since a user will
always claim that they have this authority, regardless of
whether this is true. However, the proof that they computed
this result correctly does hold meaning since the user cannot
lie about this.
E. LOGIC PROBLEMS

Because Datalog is a logic language, albeit not Turingcomplete, we can also apply Circuitree to logic problems.
An example of such a logic problem would be a privacypreserving application for EU Digital COVID Certificates
21388

for COVID-19. During the COVID-19 pandemic, these
certificates were designed to prove to a third party that a person meets certain criteria, like vaccination status or whether
they were recently infected or tested. However, the current
certificates contain sensitive information in plaintext, including, but not limited to, the certificate holder’s full name, date
of birth, vaccination status, which vaccine they received and
if they have recently been infected. By means of ZKPs, this
information does not need to be transferred but can instead
be replaced with a proof that the certificate holder matches all
required criteria. Based on the rules imposed by each country,
Circuitree can be applied to design such ZKPs through a highlevel logic language, namely Datalog.
Listing 1 demonstrates a small Datalog program that
checks whether a person conforms to the requirements of
the CST, the Belgian EU Digital COVID Certificate for
COVID-19. A user can use Circuitree to generate a proof in
zero-knowledge to prove their conformity without revealing
any personal data.
Because Datalog is a high-level language, it is easy to
create additional rules for other regulations as well. The
end-user would be able to select the regulation for which a
proof is needed, and the application would generate the proof
on-the-fly.
Note that this proof requires arithmetic reasoning, which
is future work for Circuitree. Additionally, the prover application will need a way to introduce the input assertions in a
sound way, for example by means of an embedded signature
verification algorithm.
Circuitree could also be applied to generate ZKP for similar problems. It could, for example, generate a proof that can
prove a person meets the criteria to take a loan from a bank
without having to disclose a large amount of personal data
like current balance or income.
VOLUME 10, 2022
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These problems can once again be seen as a form of
verifiable computation, where a user proves to a third party
that they computed the permissions correctly.
IV. CIRCUITREE OVERVIEW

Our Circuitree implementation is based on a slightly modified
version of Bulletproofs [17]. Our choice for Bulletproofs is
motivated by its transparent setup and the size of its proofs.
Small proofs are a desirable property in p2p applications. In a
commercial setting, one could trade a transparent setup for a
boost in performance by using a ZK-SNARK, or one could
trade the small proofs for a boost in performance by using a
ZK-STARK.
An R1CS system of constraints is usually declared using
one or more so-called ‘‘gadgets’’, which are modular and
reusable pieces of proof-embedded logic. In its turn, the
gadget encodes logical statements as (arithmetic) constraints.
In our case, given a set of rules, these logical statements are
the program flow of a Datalog reasoner. More specifically,
the set of constraints declared by this reasoner gadget should
be valid if and only if the assertions and rules expressed in
Datalog entail the query result that we wanted to prove.
The arithmetic constraints form a rank-1 constraint system
(R1CS). A R1CS is a mathematical model which only recognizes addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations
on integers modulo some large prime p. This implies that
we have to convert our logical reasoning operations to those
arithmetic operations. It should be noted that the equations
in the R1CS are never actually computed. This means that
the data are never revealed and cannot be extracted from the
system, as opposed to a regular program, where the data pass
through the program. However, this also implies that it is
impossible to do a conditional branch in a R1CS (because
the branch condition is never computed), nor is it possible
to use recursion. Because our gadget’s performance is tied
to the number of constraints, the challenge is to design the
reasoner gadget so that it uses the lowest number of arithmetic
constraints possible, given these restrictions. We do not make
assumptions on the input for the reasoner gadget. In practice,
the reasoner gadget will receive input from either a decryption
gadget or a commitment. The decryption gadget proves that
a certain encrypted input can be decrypted and decoded to be
fed into the reasoner gadget. A commitment means that the
processed data was committed to earlier in time and binds the
committing party to a certain value in a privacy-preserving
way. The hidden value cannot feasibly be changed, and can
be optionally revealed at a later time. Using a commitment
in a proof is known as the commit-then-prove paradigm. The
composition of the reasoning gadget with its complementary
gadgets is visualized in Fig. 2. Proof-of-decryption is considered out-of-scope for this article, especially now that new
symmetric encryption algorithms are being designed with
proof-of-decryption in mind [37].
Our running example is a hypothetical access control
model for p2p social networks, wherein the p2p network will
enforce write permissions in zero-knowledge, i.e. without
VOLUME 10, 2022

FIGURE 2. Schematic overview of the reasoner gadget and its context.
Above is a gadget responsible to securely provide the input data, usually
a decryption gadget. The data are then fed from the decryption gadget
into the reasoner gadget, which takes the ruleset and outputs the
necessary constraints, corresponding to the iterative reasoning of the
Datalog engine.

access to the plaintext information. A peer uploading data to
the network will need to attach a proof to their data that proves
they are allowed to upload the data. For example, assume
that the can_write property gives a Person object the
permission to write to a Wall object and that the network
has a Datalog rule like
can_write(APerson, AWall) :has_wall(AnotherPerson, AWall),
has_friend(AnotherPerson, APerson).
This rule indicates that Bob can write to Alice’s wall if
Alice has Bob as a friend. However, these data are not readily
available on the network but can be derived with the rule
above. This means that if Bob wants to write to Alice’s wall,
he needs to attach a ZKP that proves that the network’s data
and rules entail can_write(bob,aliceWall).
In Section V, we first ‘‘naively’’ implement a reasoner and
show that it has a worse-than-exponential behavior in terms
of arithmetic constraints. This naive implementation provides
an insight into Datalog reasoners and R1CS systems, which
will help understand Section VI. With regard to verifiable
computation, this naive implementation demonstrates how a
Datalog reasoner would be executed in an imperative system
like Zilch. In Section VI, we present an optimization to this
reasoner, which first generates the path of the reasoning tree,
and then proves that every step taken in the tree is valid.
We show that this approach has a cubic behavior in terms of
arithmetic constraints.
V. NAIVE IMPLEMENTATION

The input for the reasoner gadget represents a dataset,
for example from a p2p network containing Datalog
21389
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Datalog iteration, we replicate the computational logic. Since
we cannot branch based on the comparison of two consecutive assertion sets, it is impossible to halt the reasoner that
way, nor is it possible to compute the recursion depth n after
which to halt, because Datalog’s boundedness is not solvable
in general without the plaintext input database [38]. To solve
this, the prover is responsible for providing a maximum
number of iterations n in clear text, after which the query
should be found in the assertion set. If the query is not found
within this number of iterations, the result is a failure. When
further restricting the Datalog language, it would be possible
to compute the maximum number of iterations based on the
ruleset, eliminating the need for the prover to provide n.
B. RULE APPLICATION

FIGURE 3. ‘‘Naive’’ reasoner gadget. All rules are applied to every
assertion in the input assertion set Ai , which outputs the set Ai +1 .
Every assertion carries a ‘‘validity flag’’ (illustrated by or 7), indicating
whether the used rule was applicable.

facts, e.g. has_wall(alice, aliceWall) or
has_friend(alice, bob). We need to reason over
these data by applying the plaintext rules provided by the
application. We assume that the initial assertion set A0 is the
input of the reasoner gadget, and the ruleset R is defined in
the application.
A. REASONER STRUCTURE

When queried, a fixpoint Datalog reasoner applies each rule
in the ruleset R recursively on each matching combination
of assertions from A0 , generating new assertions in every
recursive step. These new assertions will be added to A0 to
create a new assertion set A1 , which in its turn will then
be used in the next iteration of the reasoner. This process is
applied recursively until the assertion set remains unchanged,
i.e. Ai = Ai+1 . The reasoner returns the set of results that
match the query. For our application, the empty set is a failure,
any other result is a success. Because Circuitree does not
support wildcards at this stage, a successful result will always
be a single set containing only the query, and we can stop our
iterations once the result is found.
However, because we are reasoning in zero-knowledge,
the operations we are allowed to apply are limited. The
limitations are: we cannot perform a conditional branch, we
cannot use (unbounded) recursion, and (because of the former
two) we do not know when our reasoner halts. Instead of
branching, we follow each possible path and store and track
the validity of a condition in a ‘‘validity flag’’. This flag tracks
whether a generated assertion is correct, i.e., whether a plain
Datalog engine would have produced it.
Circuitree’s recursive step is implemented by unwinding
the would-be recursive calls, which means that, for each
21390

Circuitree supports rules of any cardinality but, for the sake of
simplicity, we only consider binary rules in this article. These
are rules with exactly two subgoals, e.g. q(U, X) :f(O, O), b(A, R). In Section VII-E we discuss rules
of different cardinality.
In order to apply a binary rule r0 at iteration i, we take
all the combinations Ai ⊗ Ai of each assertion in Ai , and
pass these combinations one by one to Algorithm 1 together
with the rule. Because we cannot encode a conditional branch
in R1CS, the result of this application is always a new
assertion, independent of whether the assertions match the
rule. A ‘‘validity flag’’ is added that tracks whether the rule
matches: a new assertion is valid if and only if its parent assertions are valid, and the parent assertions and their arguments
match the rule generating the new assertion.
To give a concrete example, assume we have the following
initial assertion set:
Example 1 (Alice’s profile and her friend Bob):
A0 = {a0 , a1 , a2 }
with
a0 = has_wall(alice, aliceWall),
a1 = has_friend(alice, bob), and
a2 = has_wall(bob, bobWall).
Because these assertions are in the initial assertion set, we
assume them to be true, and thus set the validity flag for these
assertions true. Also assume the ruleset R containing only the
previously introduced rule r0 :
can_write(APerson, AWall) :has_wall(AnotherPerson, AWall),
has_friend(AnotherPerson, APerson).
To apply r0 , we need to take the combinations A0 ⊗ A0 as
arguments for the rule’s subgoals. These combinations are:
{ (a0 , a0 ),
(a1 , a0 ),
(a2 , a3 ),

(a0 , a1 ),
(a1 , a1 ),
(a2 , a3 ),

(a0 , a2 ),
(a1 , a2 ),
(a2 , a3 )}

We then pass each of these combinations and rule r0 as
arguments to Algorithm 1, which will generate nine new
assertions.
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Algorithm 1 Apply Rule rj to Assertions ax and ay , Yielding the Assertion ar . Unification Is Enforced on Algorithm 5.
Arguments That Should Be Unified Are Compared, and Their Comparison Is Conjoined in the Validity Flag. The Unified
Argument Can Also Be Present in the Rule’s Head Through the Index arg_r.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

function apply_rule(assertions ax , ay , binary rule rj )
let ar ← new assertion{}
ar .predicate ← rj .predicate
?

?

let rule_matches? ← (rj .subgoals[0] = ax .predicate) and (rj .subgoals[1] = ay .predicate)
for all (arg_r, arg1, arg2) ← rj .args_to_unify do
?

rule_matches? ← rule_matches? and ax .args[arg1] = ay .args[arg2]
if arg_r 6 = null then
ar .args[arg_r] ← ax .args[arg1]
end if
end for
ar .valid? ← ax .valid? and ay .valid? and rule_matches?
return ar
end function

F ax .args[arg1] is equal to ay .args[arg2]

C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

For Ai an assertion set and |R| the number of rules in the
ontology, we can compute the size of the next iteration of the
assertion set Ai+1 :
|Ai+1 | = |Ai ⊗ Ai | × |R|
= |Ai |2 × |R|
where Ai ⊗ Ai is the cartesian product of Ai with itself. For
n iterations, we can generalize the assertion set size in one
iteration to:

FIGURE 4. The assertions that result from applying the r0 rule to the
dataset from example 1. Of these assertions, only can_write(bob,
aliceWall) is valid and therefore depicted in bold. The other assertions
are considered invalid and are therefore struck out with a red line.

The resulting assertions are depicted in Fig. 4. Of
the resulting assertions, only can_write(bob,
aliceWall) has a validity flag that evaluates to true.
During iteration i, we apply each rule in R to each combination of assertions in Ai , and add these results to Ai to
generate Ai+1 . We do this as many times as defined in the
maximum number of iterations n. In order to confirm whether
the query q is in fact true, we use the following formula, where
a.valid? is a’s validity flag:
_
?
a.valid? ∧ (a = q)
a∈An

After the maximum number of iterations, the final assertion
set will have been generated. The reasoning results in a
success if the query is found as an assertion in the assertion
set, and that assertion is valid.
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|An | =
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

|An−1 ⊗ An−1 | × r
|An−1 |2 × r
(|An−2 ⊗ An−2 | × r)2 × r
(|An−2 |2 × r)2 × r
|An−2 |4 × r 3
(|An−3 |2 × r)4 × r 3
|An−3 |8 × r 7
...
n
n
|A0 |2 × r 2 −1

This shows that the final assertion set size grows superexponentially in the initial assertion set size. Because the size of
the assertion sets impacts the size of our proof and computation time linearly, this performance is less than desirable,
which is why we propose improvements in Section VI.
VI. IMPROVED IMPLEMENTATION

Datalog problems are a subset of NP. This means that a
solution of a Datalog problem can be verified in polynomial
time. We base our improved version of the reasoner on this
insight. Our improved version will no longer be a reasoner,
but a verifier that can verify whether a single result holds true
for our initial assertion set and rules.
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improved implementation. Each generated assertion set will
now have a maximum size of |C|2 ×|R|, where C is the largest
assertion set.
In the naive implementation, the assertion set size was
the biggest issue performance-wise. With that issue resolved,
we can analyze our implementation more accurately. We will
do this by counting the number of comparisons that happen
in the constraint system. This correlates to the number of
multipliers used in the R1CS, which in turn is the factor with
the biggest influence on our proof’s performance.
Denote by C the largest assertion set, A the input assertions, R the ruleset and I the number of iterations, then the
total number of comparisons in the reasoner gadget can be
computed as:

FIGURE 5. ‘‘Improved’’ reasoner gadget. Like in the ‘‘naive version’’, all
rules are applied to every assertion in the input set, yielding the output
set Ai +1 . Instead of feeding Ai +1 directly back into the next iteration,
we use a previously generated assertion set Ci +1 as the input for the
iteration, which has the unnecessary (——) and invalid (7) assertions
pruned.

O(|C| × |A|
+|C|2 × |R|
×(|C| + |A|)
×I )

(prove C0 ⊆ A)
(rule application)
(subset comparison)
(iterations) (1)

We can use this formula to reason about other potential
trade-offs and improvements.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION

As explained in Section V, our naive reasoner’s most significant performance issue is the superexpontential growth
of our assertion sets. The main cause of the assertion set’s
combinatorial explosion is that we combine each assertion set
with itself and do this many times over. Ideally, we minimize
the size of each assertion set. In a R1CS, we cannot compare
and branch, so it is impossible to remove assertions with the
false flag.
However, we can achieve smaller assertion set sizes by
doing a preliminary reasoning phase using a standard Datalog
reasoner, and logging the assertion sets used in each iteration.
As an additional argument to the proof, these assertions are
passed per iteration. We then only have to compare each iteration with the assertions resulting from the rule applications
on the assertions of the previous iteration. This approach
effectively prunes the intermediate assertion sets, leaving
only the minimal number of assertions to evaluate, instead
of the ever-growing generated assertion sets from the naive
reasoning gadget.
More specifically, the new method is as follows: first,
we prove that the input assertion set A0 contains the first
assertion set C0 from the assertions generated by the preliminary reasoner. Then we prove for each iteration i that
Ci ∪A0 ` Ci+1 by applying rules in the same manner as shown
in the naive reasoner, and proving that the generated assertion
set Ai+1 fully contains Ci+1 . Finally, we prove that the query
is in Cn , the assertion set of the last iteration generated by the
preliminary reasoner. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5.
For each iteration, we start our reasoning with an assertion
set of minimal size instead of our generated assertion set
containing a large number of invalid assertions. As a result,
our assertion sets no longer grow superexponentially in our
21392

In the previous sections, we have omitted some details for
the sake of simplicity. This section will give some in-depth
remarks to clarify these details.
A. FROM LOGIC TO ARITHMETIC

Until now, we have casually used logical operators and
the term ‘‘comparison’’. Because Bulletproofs works with
R1CSs instead of Boolean logic and we are working with
integer values instead of facts, we cannot use these concepts
in practice. However, it is easy enough to map these concepts
and values to arithmetic constraints. Suppose we assume 0 as
true in our constraint system and any other value as false,
then:
• a comparison becomes a subtraction,
• a disjunction becomes a multiplication, and
• a conjunction becomes a (randomized) addition.
When we want to compare two assertions, we subtract
the predicates and each corresponding argument and take a
randomized sum of the results. When we want to find out
whether an assertion is in an assertion set, we compare the
assertion to each assertion in the set, and take the disjunction
of the results by multiplying them.
B. DUMMY VALUES

For the underlying proof system to correctly process the input
data, some metadata needs to accompany the proof. It would
be possible to transmit the exact sizes of all assertion sets
Ci , each assertion and each iteration. However, this would
leak a large amount of metadata. Instead, we only supply
the size of the largest assertion set that is encountered, and
the largest number of arguments that are ever encountered
in any assertion. The prover ensures that each assertion set
VOLUME 10, 2022
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Ci is as large as the largest assertion set (or another larger
number) by padding the empty assertion slots with ‘‘dummy’’
assertions. These dummy values are system-wide, constant,
random numbers.
We also pad every assertion to a number of arguments equal
to the largest number of arguments of a single assertion. This
allows us to compare assertions with a different number of
arguments, and this also means that we do not have to supply
more information-leaking metadata.
This provokes a small change in our proof of entailment in
iterations: Ci ∪ A0 ` Ci+1 is valid if each element of Ci+1 is
either in the generated assertion set Ai+1 or a dummy value.
C. NEGATION

Currently, Circuitree does not support negation for several reasons. Firstly, as one of its restictions, Datalog itself
only supports certain kinds of negation. Having a Prologlike negation would make our Datalog implementation
non-computable.
Secondly, negation in Datalog is non-trivial. A negation
in Datalog means taking the complement of an assertion
set, which is each assertion not in that assertion set, which
amounts to an infinite number of assertions.
Thirdly, since Circuitree has been designed for p2p applications, most of which assume an open world. The Open
World Assumption states that, if a fact is not found in the
database, it is not necessarily false.
This means that negation is a complex issue for Circuitree.
Limited forms of negation are possible under certain restrictions. As such, we regard negation in Circuitree as a topic for
future work.
D. PRELIMINARY REASONER

The prover uses the preliminary reasoner to query the plaintext assertion set and obtain a history of how data are produced throughout its iterations. Each assertion remembers its
provenance, i.e., the assertions from which it was generated.
This way, the data are structured tree-like, with as root the
query result and as leafs the required assertions in the initial
assertion sets. Each non-leaf node in the tree is a generated
assertion, whose children are the assertions it was generated
from. By doing a breadth-first collection of this data, we can
obtain the assertion sets for each iteration of the reasoner.
In a standard Datalog reasoner, the same assertion is only
generated once. However, in our ZKP reasoner, we prune the
assertions at every iteration. This means that we can only use
assertions generated in the previous iteration. Because of this,
we always need to prove every branch of the tree fully until we
reach the leaves. We cannot shortcut this reasoning process
with previously generated assertions.
It would be possible to include all the previous assertion
sets in each iteration, since they stay valid, but this would
generally result in a bigger performance loss than if we would
prove identical subtrees multiple times. Instead, we prove
the entire reasoning tree and include the leaves in the iterations provided by the preliminary reasoner. Because of this,
VOLUME 10, 2022

LISTING 2. The rules used for the ‘‘realistic’’ scenario. Participants can
write on a ‘‘wall’’ if they are a member of the wall’s group, or on a
personal wall if the participants are friends. For a dataset
{has_admin(group, bob), has_wall(group, groupWall)}, the query
can_write(bob, groupWall) will result in a reasoning of two
iterations.

we compare the values in each iteration i with both the
generated values Ai , as the input data set A0 .
E. RULE CARDINALITY

In our implementations, we have assumed rules with a cardinality of two, which means they consist of two subgoals.
Circuitree supports rules with any number of subgoals. However, for rules with more than two subgoals, we have to take
a larger number of combinations, increasing our assertion
set size significantly. With S the largest number of subgoals,
generalizing eq. (1) yields:
O(|C| × |A| + |C|S × |R| × (|C| + |A|) × I )
This means that rules with large numbers of subgoals cause
a significant decrease in worst-case performance. However,
it is possible to keep the exponent constant by splitting the
rule subgoals and adding a degree of indirection. We can take
two subgoals of the rule, and create a new rule for them.
After one iteration step, an assertion will be generated that
represents the conjunction of these values, but as one subgoal.
The impact of this solution is at most one iteration step and
rule per subgoal after the second, which in our formula will
increase both I and R. Especially with larger assertion set
sizes, this solution is preferable to an increase in subgoals.
VIII. EVALUATION
A. PERFORMANCE

This section describes the performance of our Rust-based
implementation of the improved version of Circuitree.
We benchmark two different scenarios: the ‘‘realistic’’ scenario and the ‘‘treelike’’ scenario, and plot the results in
Fig. 6. The realistic scenario is a system with rules for a
group-based message board system, as depicted in Listing 2.
The ‘‘treelike’’ scenario is a system with rules that generate
exponentially many assertions, as depicted in Listing 3.
For the realistic benchmark, we evaluate the performance
for a realistic scenario and how it is influenced by adding
extra rules to the system. These extra rules will not lead to
our query, but represent rules that are present in the system
for other potential queries. These rules do not accomplish
anything, but they will need to be applied like every other
21393
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FIGURE 6. Performance measurements for two different scenarios. Even the worst-case ‘‘treelike’’ scenario, in which the intermediate
assertion sets grow exponentially, is still viable for 3 or 4 iterations.

complexity of the reasoner. For example, the developer could
add frequently used derived assertions to their system as data
to drastically minimize the number of iterations needed.
B. VERIFIABLE COMPUTATION SYSTEMS
LISTING 3. The rules used for the ‘‘treelike’’ scenario. Every predicate
depends on two other predicates, and the leaf predicates are the input
data for the system. In order to require n iterations, 2n−1 − 1 rules and 2n
leaves are generated. In this example, we require n = 2 iterations, as such
2n = 4 leaves. After n iterations, the reasoning results in the query
pred0(foo).

rule in Circuitree, and therefore impact the total performance.
Since only assertions relevant to the query impact the gadget’s performance, we do not vary the total number of assertions. As expected per eq. (1) and as measured and depicted
in Fig. 6(a), our proof and verification time scales linearly
with the number of rules in the system. With 45 rules in
the system, the proof time is only 80 ms. Depending on the
performance required by the application, other ZKP systems
should be benchmarked and considered.
The treelike performance is a worst-case scenario for
binary rules, with a varying number of iterations. In this
scenario, our reasoning tree is a full binary tree, which means
it has 2I −1 leaf assertions, 2I − 1 total assertions over all
iterations and 2I −1 − 1 rules in the system. Figure 6(b) shows
that with four iterations or fewer, the computation time is
acceptable considering, for example, the latency of a web
application. As of five iterations, the query is derived using
31 distinct rules, and 32 leaf assertions, which we believe
to be excessive for realistic applications, and will become
noticeable by an end-user.
The benchmarks show that the system’s performance is
mostly based on the complexity of the reasoning tree and only
minimally by the number of rules in the system. Furthermore,
because only necessary data are used in the proof, the total
amount of data in the system is irrelevant to the performance.
By keeping this information in mind, an application developer can aim to optimize their system by reducing the
21394

Cairo [14] and similar high-level zero-knowledge systems are
written, compiled and interpreted as imperative languages.
Datalog is a declarative language, which is interpreted
entirely differently from imperative languages. Datalog has
a reasoner, whereas imperative languages use instructions.
Because existing verifiable computation frameworks are
designed with imperative languages in mind, it is not easy
to fairly assess their relative performance.
Comparing an imperative language to a declarative querying language is a more or less meaningless question. As an
example, it is similar to comparing performance in C to
SQL. The two languages achieve different things in different
ways. One could argue to write a database engine in C in
order to compare them, but this then raises the question of
what optimizations should be implemented, and whether it
is still a C program and not just another querying language.
Similarly, implementing a Datalog reasoner and Circuitree’s
optimizations in e.g. Cairo, can be seen as simply implementing Circuitree on Cairo, which would tell us very little about
the difference between the two.
Furthermore, we count our optimization described in
Section VI as part of Circuitree’s contribution. If we were
to write a Datalog reasoner in an existing system, it would
arguably result in a R1CS system similar to our naive implementation. In this article, we have already made the comparison between the naive and improved version.
Finally, even though existing systems are on a higher level
than constraints in R1CS, most of them do not support existing, high-level programming languages. In other words, the
programmer cannot just write a program in e.g. C and pass
this to Cairo, as would be the ideal scenario in verifiable
computation. Indeed, this is exactly what Circuitree provides:
Datalog as a high-level programming language, where the
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programmer does not interact with any zero-knowledge elements directly, and can even verify the execution of existing
programs.
To conclude, it is very hard to present a fair comparison
between our declarative system and an existing imperative
system, because of the way such programming languages are
processed by the computer.

IX. CONCLUSION

This article presents the design, implementation and evaluation of Circuitree, a Datalog verifier that can prove statements
about secret data in zero-knowledge. Datalog, a logic-based
query language, is well suited to model access control rules.
Instead of simulating a full Datalog engine in zero-knowledge
as discussed in our naive approach, we increase performance
and efficiency by only verifying that each reasoning step was
carried out correctly.
We discuss several applications for Circuitree. One such
application is access control in a p2p network with a
knowledge graph. Because Circuitree uses binary predicates, it can be efficiently implemented on existing knowledge graphs. Another application is an implementation
of a secure and privacy-preserving EU Digital COVID
Certificate.
First results show that our approach allows for fast and
efficient proofs and proof verification.

X. FUTURE WORK

Although Circuitree’s performance is acceptable for our current goals, when put in a real-world scenario, it might be necessary to investigate ways to further increase its performance.
One of these ways would be to adapt the system to use a more
efficient ZKP protocol, or one with more features. Examples
are Groth16 [39] and Aurora [40]. Porting Circuitree to other
R1CS-based proof systems should be relatively straight forward. It could also prove useful into researching whether it
is viable to design a ZKP protocol that, instead of arithmetic
or boolean values, can use Datalog primitives like assertions
and lists.
Currently, Circuitree only supports a restricted fragment
of Datalog. Extensions, such as negation, lists and mathematical operations should be considered for future addition. Additional features make Circuitree more powerful, and
would allow for fair grounds of comparison with related
systems by tackling existing and well-known problems. For
example, it would be possible to compare a traveling salesman problem (TSP) implementation on Circuitree, to one on
TinyRAM [10]. Research has to be conducted in order to
investigate the possibility and performance impact of adding
such features to Circuitree.
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